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The Journal of Digital Forensics, Security and Law (JDFSL) is a publication of the Association of Digital Forensics, Security and Law (ADFSL). The Journal is published on a non-profit basis. In the spirit of the JDFSL mission, individual subscriptions are discounted. However, we do encourage you to recommend the journal to your library for wider dissemination.

The journal is published in both print and electronic form under the following ISSN's:

- ISSN: 1558-7215 (print)
- ISSN: 1558-7223 (online)

Subscription rates for the journal are as follows:

- Institutional - Print & Online: $395 (4 issues)
- Institutional - Online only: $295 (4 issues)
- Individual - Print & Online: $80 (4 issues)
- Individual - Online only: $25 (4 issues)

Subscription requests may be made to the ADFSL.

The offices of the Association of Digital Forensics, Security and Law (ADFSL) are at the following address:

Association of Digital Forensics, Security and Law
1642 Horsepen Hills Road
Maidens, Virginia 23102
Tel: 804-402-9239
Fax: 804-680-3038
E-mail: office@adfsl.org
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Announcements and Upcoming Events

The ADFSL 2011 Conference on Digital Forensics, Security and Law
Richmond, Virginia USA
May 25-27, 2011

http://www.digitalforensics-conference.org

The ADFSL 2011 Conference on Digital Forensics, Security and Law will be hosted by Longwood University and held at the Omni Hotel in Richmond, Virginia on 25-27 of May 2011.

The ADFSL Conference on Digital Forensics, Security and Law is a unique and innovative event. It is managed by the Association of Digital Forensics, Security and Law (ADFSL).

The conference focuses on the current and expanding role of digital forensics within investigations and the courts as well as its important role within cyber security - both national as well as corporate. Topics not only include technology and evidence, but also are very much focused on how to prepare students for careers in digital forensics. Curriculum is a very important topic and the new DoD initiative on certification and Centers of Academic Excellence will be very important areas of discourse.

Conference submissions are double blind refereed and provide a forum for high quality research, communication and debate on the subject of digital forensics and directly related fields.
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